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dependent arts and culture initiatives Halka Art Project (halka-
artproject.net) and Circuit Istanbul (circuitistanbul.com) offer
something else: the chance to engage with local artists, buy
affordable works, and join in activities. Circuit is home to
weekly yoga and drawing/painting classes in English, while
Halka hosts artist talks by international participants in their
residency programme and eco-friendly food and gardening
workshops led by the Istanbul Permaculture Collective.

Unwind at the Moda Cay Bahcesi
To get a million-dollar view for pocket change, head to the

Moda Cay Bahcesi (Moda Tea Garden), a cluster of outdoor
purveyors of tea, coffee and light snacks scattered around a
promontory overlooking the Marmara Sea. It’s a simple place
with plastic chairs and tables, but between the big trees cre-
ating a lush canopy above and the mesmerizing sight of the
sparkling water, there’s no more relaxing place in Kadikoy -
or perhaps even all of Istanbul. The waterfront below is ideal
for a stroll, especially with an ice-cream cone from Meshur
Dondurmac Ali Usta in hand.

Eat the world at Komsu Kafe
An international spirit pervades the funky little Komsu

Kafe Collective (facebook.com/komsuKafeCollective), which
regularly hosts communal dinners featuring different global
cuisines - Syrian, Ethiopian, French, Iranian, German, Creole
and more - often with a vegan/vegetarian emphasis. Other
nights there might be a flamenco guitar player holding court,
or an open jam session for musicians. This ‘neighbours’ cafe’
seeks to promote an alternative economy, so everything is
pay-what-you-can-afford.

Party the night away on Barlar Sokak
Quiet during the day, Kadife Sokak - better known as Bar-

lar Sokak, or ‘Bars Street’ - is hopping after dark with music-

lovers and revelers. Though Kadikoy nightlife has spilled well
beyond the confines of this short strip, bar/performance
spaces like Arkaoda, with its large back garden, and Karga,
whose intimate nooks are spread throughout a rambling old
house, are still firm favorites. (www.lonelyplanet.com) 
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